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ûm elements in Marxism, my critics 
, more of it and more of it and more of it,

unconscious that they are thus metely bfeggi», the 
question I raise, and as though they thot*ht men 
repetition would work a çharm. ÀJ a matter of fset 
I am not sure how conscious they are of the mean 
mg of the quotations they make and the phrases they 
use This I am sure of, however, that a charge of iri 
fidelity is really.what my critics are hissing at 
through their articles.

tting active
ngly to examination of t&e

fakes, and to r careful -«wrnrtnii of the a______
problems to which that streggie grres rise. 

v At tbe “me time our second task requires us td "■ 
caution ourselves against a presspg danger. We 
must not confuse our educational work with Oe dis
tinct task of the propagandist agitator, whoqe am 
is to stimulate the emotions of bis audience by the ‘

, , ..... 661 ,y exP*ft me to use of words, as does the musician with sounds andHt :jrrrP,0US WntCh in the St0ry of old rl^thm end ***** with colour and design. SÎ

b oodvTrifeZ rntendiP8 amieS ^ a^tOT P1*-- the important role of ^'toody strife to gate m horror upon nim. It was at take specific
the flower of that naive

. - v.
fact, like a “God’s plan of the ages” to a Kusselite, 
to whom,
method of purblind, finite 
therefore it must be'true”

the Almighty scorns the hit or wii
“Marx said h,

•ven before it is a fac
tual thing. The study of Marxism, as a science to 
guide ns in a study of the book of life, becomes the 
menu] degradation of a study of a book of revela 
tions. As to what of our own intelligence and of 
modern scienceÎ or, as to what of unknown facts 
and factors, of unappreciated facts and factors, 
therefore of unforeseen and unforeseeable eontin 
gencies? As of yore the answer is. Pshaw, thus and 
this and that spake the Lord. There is no ambig 
uity in that exposition.” says F. C. emphatically, 
referring to his quotation of a prognostication1 of 
the future by Marx, “Socialism must 
transition from Capitalism to Socialism occurs with 
the inexorability of cosmic law.” . . “Neither for

mat!.
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rousing men to 
action. Our task is to provide the 

,, , ,, and happy gol(ien a^e" in mental tools by which a wise choice of action may
• he youth of the world when the sons of the gods bem.de. For the agitator words JrfoT^ ^ 
were kings of men and twa* at peril of the anger that the red flag to the bull plaV, for ZtoreJ^
' , ,ea\CD for anything less than a king to engage For us words must be what "lines are for the 
a mg in com t. Accidents were liable to happen draughtsman or the map-maker—shorthand sym- 
The story reads, that “a bowman drew his bow at bols for complex facts, f principal part of our^l * -« 
aventure and the arrow, piercing a joint in his neat ion, in fact, consists in disentJngti£ word» from A' I

re licous. S kmg ' es ,hat is ,t- I am ir .heir emotional colour and associations and in teach-
u lgious. ing their use in strict relation to actual fact For.

am held to be irreligious. That is the sub words are the vehicles of thought, and only in tbe 
s’initial core of inspiration in the arguments of my degree that we can separate them from our emotions 
' '1,11 8 1 am kedd infidel by them because, for -'>nd use them as strict representatives of things will
sooth. I attack the ideological hangovers from an <mr thinking be realistic^ scientific and practical, in 
archaic science and point of view to which they are contrast with the emotion-tinged dreaming of the 
predisposed by habit of mind, and challenge the mystic and the utopian It is probably in improve.

artv positions to which they have become habit nient in this direction that much of the second part 
nated. I know, “R because, F. C. your habits of our task lies. . The duty of the teacher is not to 
were my habits, once upon a time _ overlay the mind with a new set of prejudices or to

Gre^L’ - ; °,d - - - f088118! indnw‘ transitory moods of anger and resentment
ow we Socialists slam one another, everywhere! against a monster labelled “capitalism.” On the 

Is it the movement criticising itself t If so, good contrary, it is to clear the mind and to give to stud- 
and excellent discipline! But there are the danger^ fnts that apprehension of facts and power of real- 
of egoism, as Lestor says. Let us help or force one istie analysis of them yrhieh has made the teacher 
another to take high ground on the merits of dis himself a fighter in the class struggle. And let us 
puted issues. remember that vague abstract terms are much more

ask the Editor to reprint some matter from likely to be suffused with emotional colour, and so 
the. Plebs of the British Plebs League, a Marxian to be a cloak instead of an instrument of thought 
ednetational organization, which seems to indicate a ,han are concrete words which can be easily related 
similar self cntieismtis going on over there. Jo something in our experience which they represent,
nnnt. I think, has value for its constructive defining In this fact lies the heart oFthe problem of simplifi- 

what socialism needs, to cope with the practi- cation! The Plebs (London)
ities in present day political situations. ---------
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tnitons circumstances nor purposeful men” have any 
effect whatever “to alter the course of its irresistible 
and timeless process. ” If that is not belief in magic, 
what unconscious fakery of word-mongery or other 
does it signify? The Darwinian evolutionist would 
be impelled to consider the possibilities of change 
in any direction, even retrograde ones. But no, he 
is ruled out of court in this evolutionary science of 
a self-realizing, inevitable advance to a goal The ‘ 
cosmic law is right, and the Cosmos awful kind. For 
what the hell does F. C. mean except that there is a 
cherub sitting up aloft taking care of the affairs of 
poor proletarian Jack here below ? Apparently, it 
® not of ourselves, but of our stars that we are to 
be free. Thus, a cosmology older than most of the 

And what is the effect of that cosmology 
those who yield to it ! Just like regular remittances 
from home to the -remittance man ! Why .think, 
study, work, scheme, educate, organize, etc. ? We 
should worry ! And yet this same F. C., so soon asJLf 
he makes that declaration of a faith in magic pow-^B^] 
era, uses it as a starting point to attack me fori 
mysticism in saying that “man is the only purpose-la 
fui factor in the process. ” But by the powers, the 
irony of it, nnconscious that he has himself declar- J 
ed for a mystical interpretation of history'knd think
ing himself a good materialist still, he sets out to 
fasten on me the charge* of mystic by quoting Mac- 
Doogall because he also uses the word “purpose,” 
the, in fact, only similarity between ns. MacDongall 
is talking, however, of a purpose of a super human 
kind, while I referred to human purpose, whatever 
its limits, the only purpose that science in its work 
can take account of. It is F. C. himself who is self- 
confessed Mood-brother in mysticism to Mac Dou- 
K*Ht only the latter perhaps is a conscious Berg- 
aoniaa, while F. C. is just mainly out-of-his-depth 
in Hegelian phraseology—in word magic. His aim 
was to discredit me in materialist circles But I 
have traversed the bounds too much and often to 
stray into the domains of mysticism unconsciously, 
even in the use of figurative language, as be has 
done.
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In this rallying of the workers on definite clsss 

issues onr function, of course, is not to supply the 
actual-political slogans of the struggle or to make 
pronouncements

- J
'i-

Socialist Party off 
Canadaas to the actual forms which the 

struggle from time to time must take. Our work is 
to supply a knowledge qf the relevant facts of the 
situation facts of the past and of.the present—no 
*s to demonstrate what the true issues are. Coup
led with this is our work of providing the means of 
interpreting these facts, and this requires us to de
velop among all the active workers in the movement 
Die capaeitv for clear dispassionate thinking 
subtly wrought toolsof the mind which the working 
class needs for the problems which confront it 
than any other elass has needed it in times of stress 
before. «.
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We are. therefore, faced with j double task, to 
which it is imperative that all Plebeians should 
bend their lyeks in the coming winter. First is the 
need to relate our teaching

And Lestor. who should know better, l<im and 
raiaed in England, the cradle of modern materialism 
and the aernpulons sceptic spirit. His use of anal
ogies reeks of word magie inducing the crudest 
transference of ideas. Hey. Presto ! a suddenly ap 
pearing new chicken, new baby, new earthquake ; 
therefore. Hey, Presto! a suddenly appearing new 
society. One is tempted to ask, why not a suddenly 
appearing new geological strata also, if it would 
not spoil sport? And brevity of statement also !i 
to him the son] of “ suddenness ”-

of
*Xto.hS£;

the point of
more closely to the ae- 

tnal struggle, so tfoat we may quickly sense the 
changing needs of the struggle which our teaching 
must serve. Second, wc must raise the qualkv and. 
standard of our education above ils present level 
We shall only persuade trade unions to entrust their 
education to ns.
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to aw - ”8 •• a forif we can prove, not onlv that onr 
aims and intentions are better than anybodv, ehie, 
but that onr execution is also superior in quality.

The first need means that we must ProbaMy have, 
less of theory and abstract phrases and raorë atteii- 
tion to presen* day facts than baa been enstomary 
in the oast. At any rate, onr education must have 
* greater elasticity, so as continually to adapt teach
ing to meet the ever-changing needs of the moment.
We must not be content to prove that eoomAnfo * 
conditions produce class struggle. and~ then to im- 
nbr airily that BocJrimm follow, as sn iT»ritaMe”
“effert.” W- .1,,’ ^-çiicct. n r HSU suTfll'fM mm ftif nflnaninn ...î» ----- -•«’■'j.-. LskotawJT
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we kali an toder the 
the okjaetot Party or ■VS -paragraph of 

Marx is briefly descriptive of a sequence of changes 
of an epochal kind, therefore, somehpw, we are to 
believe that socialism is just around the corner, the - 
system may go any minute He sees “the whole of 
society being sprung in the sir" literally. To him,
spaed fc also the
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of that badly quoted phrase 

trop» fhe Communist Manifesto. Truly, words have 
' » and a life apart from things

when I challenge the Hegel-
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